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DIRECT EVIDENCE FOR PARTICLES 

IN e + e - ANNIHILATION AT SPEAR 

Huu Khanh NGUYEN* 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California 
Berkeley, California 94720 (USA) 

LBL-6l46 

Abstract: We study the properties of the new mesonic neutral and 
charged-states with mass M ~ 1865 Mev/c 2 recently discovered in 
e+e- annihilation at SPEAR. We show that these states possess the 
characteristics expected for low-lying charmed mesons. 

R4sume: Nous etudions les proprietes des nouveaux mesons neutres 
et charges de masse M ~ 1865 Mev/c 2 decouverts recemment dans les 
annihilations e+e- a SPEAR. Nous montrons que ces etats possedent 
les caract6ristiques attendues pour les mesons charmes. 

*Permanent address: LPNHE, University of Paris VI, Paris, France. 



INTRODUCTION 

Much progress has been made since the discovery1 of the narrow neutral 

86 / 
2 . ± + ± + + -state at 1 5 MeV c decay Lng to K nand K n n n in annihilation at SPFAR 

in May 1976. All the results ob~ained converge to confirm that we have observed 

direct production of nonzero charm mesons. Before describing these results in 

detail~ I will review briefly the main properties predicted for low-lying charmed 

mesons. 

I. PREOICTED PROPERTIES OF CHARMED MESONS 

A fourth quark, c, with a new quantum number, charm, has been added to the 

three conventional quarks u, d and s by Bjorken and Glashow2 to restore quark

lepton symmetry and by Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani3 to explain the absence 

of neutral currents in the K decay (Ko ~ ~+~- or K ~ nvv). As a consequence, 

the Sue 3) mUltiplets describing known hadronic states, became SUe 4) multiplets 

with a larger number of states; hence new hadrons are predicted. 4,5 In partic-

o + ular, one expects a charmed pseudoscalar isodoublet of mesons (D , D ) and an 

isodoublet of charmed vector mesons (0*0, 0*+). 

A. Mass prediction for 0 and D* 

Recently based on the measured mass of the */J, more precise mass predic

tions for D and D* have been calculated. Using an asymptotically free Gauge 

theory De Rujula, Georgi and Glashow4 (DGG) have obtained: M
DO 

(1830± 30) 

2 MeV/c. Taking into account electromagnetic mass splitting, they show that: 

The hyperfine splitting calc~lation gives: 

hand Lane and Weinberg6 have obtained: 

B. width of the Charmed les 

On the other 

Since charm is conserved in strong and electromagnetic interaction, just as 

strangeness, the least massive charmed particles must decay weakly and would 

have very narrow width typical of the weak decay. 



C. Favored Decay Products of 0 and D* 

In the standard charm model, Cabibbo-allowed weak transitions (~ cos ecl 

favor the transformation of a charmed quark to a strange quark; hence one expects 

to observe kaons in the decay products of the D and 0*. 

D. States 

Furthermore, the decays of charmed particles obey the IX "" bS rule. Hence, 

for example, the 0+ meson which has C = +1 and S ~ ° is favored to decay to 

- + + + + -K :IT:IT rather than K J( :IT. The K final state, possessing S -1 and 

Q "" +1, is exotic because it cannot be formed from an s quark and a ;:;. or d 

quark in the framework of SU(3). 

Eo 

For weak decay one expects parity violations which are in principle observ-

able in the four-body decay of the 0
0 

meson by observation of nonvanishing 

pseudoscalar product of the three momenta. 7 An alternative way to demonstrate 

parity violation is to study the Oalitz plot of events in light 

of the two-body decay mode 
± :+ 

~ K:IT J just as for the case of T and 8. 

Another consequence of charm conservation in strong and electromagnetic 

int~ractions is charmed particles produced in these interactions must appear in 

pairs with opposite charm quantum numbers. 

G. Predicted Spin- Pari t.y for 0 and D * 

Due to the su(4) breaking, it will be very difficult to settle theoretically 

that either the lowest lying charmed meson is pseudoscalar or vector. Some 

theorists8 have suggested that the lightest charmed meson might be a vector 

meson. But the natural extension from SU(3) to su(4), proposed by other 

theorists,4,5 leads to the spin-parity assignment of 0- and 1- respectively for 

the ground and excited states D and D* of charmed mesons. 

II. DATA AND TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS 

The data studied in "this report are based on ~ 80,000 hadronic events 



produced in e+e- annihilation, About 1/3 of these events is taken at fixed 

2 
E = 4.028 Gev/c 7 ~ 1/3 at cm 

E ~ 4.414 Gev/c2 and the cm 
in the 

2 energy region ranging between 3,7 and 4.7 GeV/c. These· events are observed 

with the SLAC-LBL magnetic detector at SPEAR. The detector and the event selec

tion procedures have been described. 9 I will recall only the particle identi-

fication technique using the time-of-flight information. The TOF system is 

composed of 1.8 Pilot Y scintillation counters viewed by Arnperex 56 DVP photo-

multipliers. Its rms resolution is aTOF ~ 0.4 ns. 

To observe charmed mesons, we have used two equivalent particle identifica-

tion techniques: the weight method and the direct particle identification 

method. In the first method, each track is assigned two weights equal to the 

probabilities of being a pion or a kaon, as deduced from the measured momentum 

~nd a Gaussian TOF distribution. The mass combinations are then weighted by 

the product of probabilities corresponding to the mass assignment for each 

track. Details on this technique can be fbund in Ref. 10. In the second 

method, we have associated to each good track two following quantities: 

(~:rc - t TOF / 

aTOF 
and 

where the time of flight \:(t
K

) is calculated from the measured momentum assuming 

that tne particle is a :rc(K) and t TOF is the time of flight measured by the TOF 

The track is called a Kif: 

and 

otherwise it is called a It. 

'l'hese two methods give practically the same results (Fig. 1). The weight 

technique has been employed in Refs. 1 and 11; in this report we use only the 

direct identification technique which is simpler in practice. 

III. OBSERVATION OF NARROW PEAKS 

+ 
The first evidence for narrow bumps in the invariant mass of the K- and 
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:± =1= + -K n n n systems was discovered in the sample of events in the energy region 

2 between 3.7 and 4.7 GeV/c. The existence of these bumps immediately appeared 

to be related to the ~ 4 GeV peak region in R ~ 0h /a ~ (Fig. 2), which adron p'p-

was expected by theorists to be the charm production threshOld. 4,5 Hence we 

took two other samples of events at 2 
~ 4.028 GeV/c and at Ecru = 4.414 

2 
Gev/c • 

± + ± + + ± + + -Figure 3 shows the invariant mass spectra of K :n: J K :n: 1( and K :n: rr n for 

the final sample. Before discussing these invariant mass distributions in 

2 detail, I would like to stress that the narrow states observed near 1870 MeV/c 

are beautifully confirmed by our higher statistics total sample. Recall that 

1 + - + -we have also detected small bumps in the mass spectra of the J( rr and K K 

systems at 2 '" 1750 Mev/c and 1990 Mev/c2 respectively. Since the typical 

+ -
time difference between the K and the :n: in the K-:n:+ signal is only '" 0.70 ns 

and our TOF resolution is '" 0.4 ns, we can demonstrate by Monte-carlo simula-

tions that these bumps are due to the K-n misidentification and consistent with 

, ,± + 
the entire sbgnal bebng K rr + + -We do not see any structure in the rr-rr IT or 

+ - + mb" d' + :r + K K:n: mass co bnatbons correspon bng to the reflection of the K-:n: 'J( signal, 

+ + ; + -:IT:n: combinations corresponding to the K-:n: n IT 

signal. This is understandable by the fact that in these cases the final 

particles have lower momentum than 'chat of the signal and the K-rr discrimina-

tion is more efficient. 

In the total sample we have estimated for the observed signals: 

and 333 ± 55 

These event numbers are not corrected for detection efficiency. (See v. Lilth 

talk for branching ratios of different channels.) 

± + + -A preliminary analysis shows that the K IT J\ n signal is dominated by 

± 0 + K P n final state (Pig. L[). An appropriate Monte-Carlo calculation taking 

into account reflections and detection efficiency shows that the data is consis

tent with all of the Jl+rr+,(- signal coming fromK±pon+ decay mode, but less 

h I % d ' 'K*o + - d 1 th t an 0 0 procee Lng Vla . rr n an _eSB an 



In o + 5 we present the invariant mass spectrum of the KSn n decay mode. 

A good signal near 1865 is observed. Details in select.ion 

is given in the V, LUth talk, 

To determine the characteristics of the new states, we prefer to use only 

the data taken at 4.028 Gev/c2 
which is, as we will see in Sections V and VI, 

near the threshold of and D*5-* product.ion. At this threshold energy the 

ratio is minimaL We have fi'cted the invariant mass distri-

butions at 4.028(Fig, witll a Gaussian for the peak and a linear function for 

the background. '1'he results are given in Table I where a HWHM/1.1S, 

Table I 

Final state Even-t number 
_ 2 

Mass (Mev/c ) 
2 

a (t4eV/c ) 

o +- -
K:n: n 

1'71 ± 

± 17 

± 14 

93± 

1865 ± 2 

1872 ± 3 

1864 ± 8 

1868 ~t 5 

20± 2 

l2± 3 

26± 6 

13 ± 5 

The errors in this 'Table are s'catistical only, '1'he systematic error on the mass 

is about 10 Mev/c 2, No'ce that the mass values by these fits are in g-ood 

agreement_ with those obtained through our analysis of -the recoil spectra, 

described in Section VI. The widths observed for the signals are compatible 

with those expected from resolution alone, We find at the 90% 

confidence level that the decay full width of the observed s'cates is less than 

2 40 MeVlc < As we have 

signals in n 

decays of the same 

mass is its charged partner. 

1 J 11 dUe to the proximity of their mass J -the 

systems can be interpreted as the neutral 

and the signal in the + 
!l system having similar 

So we have established that the observed states have a K in their 

decay products, a narrow width and a mass value in the region of 
2 

~ lS70 MeVlc , 

These properties are expected for the lowest lying charmed meson (sec. IAjB,C). 



I will discuss the exotic nature of the peak in the system in the next 

section. 

IV. EVIDENCE FOR EXOTIC FINAL STATE 

Due to eJcperimental resolution and limited statistics of the first sample 

of our data (3.7 < E < 4.7 Gev/c
2), the existence of the exotic charged state 

cm 
± ; + 

K :n: Jt (see Section I-D) could not be established. However a highly significant 

signal is seen with the data taken at E ~ 4.028 Gev/c
2 

(Fig. 6), and at cm 
2 

E '" 4.414 GeV/c. On the other hand, we do not see any significant structure 
cm 

±+;l; +++ 
in the nonexo'tic K :n::n: mass spectrum, nor in the triply~charged K--ll-ll-. Also 

+ + -
no corresponding bump is seen in doubly-charged systems such as K- :n: 

± :;: ± ± 
or K :n: n n • 

± + + Recall that if the K ll:n: peak were due to the strong decay of a strange 

resonant state K*, the isospin of this resonance would be 3/2 or 5/2 and the 

doubly charged decay modes are expected. But these modes have not been seen 

and one has never observed K* with isospin larger than 1/2. 

± + + The observation of the exotic mode, K :n: :n: , and the absence of the nonexotic 

mode, 

± 
D 0 

, constitutes an important step in identifying this state with t:h8 

Vo CONSERVNl'ION OF CHARM QUANTUM NUMBER 

In this Section I will illustrate the conservation of the charm quantum 

number in e+ e- annihilation by showing that: 

- the new states are produced exclusively in association with another state 

with the same or hi9'her ma.ss. 

- there is threshold energy for their production. 

A. Associated Production 

± + As soon as the narrow peaks were detected in the invariant mass of the K n 

-± + + -and K J( II II systems, it was shown that these peaks are associated with similar 

structures at high mass in the missing mass recoiling against these systems. 

The missing mass MM is defined as: 



where ]),1 is the invarian-t mass and p the momentum of the corresponding comb ina-

tioD of final particles. 

Figure 7 shows the strong correlation between the invariant mass and the 

± =1= 
recoil mass in the case of the K 11: system for events with Ecm between 3.9 and 

4. / 
2 

GeV c : Two clus-ters are clearly seen. 

± + ± + + ± + + -
The recoil mass spectra corresponding -to the K It , K 11: 11 and K j( 1l 11: 

signals for E cm 
data are presented in Fig. 8, where the invar-

iant mass cuts are defined. To minimize the smearing of the experimental resolu~ 

tion in Eq. (1), we have calculated the recoil mass by fixing 2 
M '" 1865 Mev/c 

for the neutral signal and M ~ 1872 Mev/c2 for the charged signal, instead of 

using the experimental value of M. + + + -Furthermore, in the case of K-j( 11: 11 (Fig. 

8b) we have reduced considerably the background without altering the signal by 

+ = 0 
selecting only the events with at least one combination of 11: 11: inside the p 

± 0 + region (this is consistent wi.th the dominant decay mode K p 11:). The great 

similari.ty between the 
± 0 =1' _ 

and K p 11: reco~l mass spectra corroborates our 

_ ± =1' ± 0 + 
hypothesis that the signals In K nand K p n systems are the neutral decays 

of the same particle. 

For 2 ± + "" 4.028 GeV I c data, -two narrm, peaks are observed in the K J[ 

± 0 + and K p J[ recoil mass spectra at ~ 2010 Mev/c2 and at 2 
~ 2150 MeV/c and a 

small bump is seen near 1870 Mev/c 2 (Figs. 8a and 8b). ± + + In the K 11: 11: recoil 

mass distribution (Fig. 8c) the peak near 2 
~ 2010 Mev/c shows up very nicely 

while the two other ones are less apparent, especially the highest peak. 

These structures in recoil mass spectra have been interpreted by De Rujula, 

Ii 6 Georgi and Glashow, and Lane and Eichten, as the manifestation of the following 

quasi-two-body reactions (Fig. 9): 

-l> DD 

~ D*_i5* 

where D and D-)j- may be charqed or neutral. 

~ * or DD 



I will discuss in Section VI the results we have obtained by fitting the 

data at 4.028 Gev/c2 assuming that this interpretation is 

valid, 

Because of the narrowness of its width the peak at ~ 2150 Mev/c2 could 

also be interpreted as another excited state, However this hypothesis can be 

2 excluded by the fact tha,t for the 4,414 GeV/c data, the corresponding peak 

becomes broader and shifted to higher mass, as one can see in Fig. 10 where the 

background estimated by adjacent invariant mass regions of the signal is sub-

tracted. 

In Fig. 10 we also have evidence for a new excited state(s) creating a 

enhancement in the recoil mass spectrum near 2 
~ 2430 MeV/c • 

B. Production Threshold Effect 

Another test of the associated production is to see if there is a threshold 

energy for the production of the new particles. For this we have utilized 'a 

2 sample of 350,000 hadronic events taken at ~' energy (E = 3.684 Gev/e ) and em 
2 

150,000 hadronic events taken at ~ energy (E = 3.095 Gev/c). We estimate 
cm 

that about 15% of these events are produced via second-order electromagnetic 

interactions, as indicated by Diagrams 1 and 2, and the new states could be 

created in these events. 

Diagram 1 Diagram 2 

In Fig. 11 are shown the K±:n {: invariant mass spectra for 2 
E = 3.095 GeV/c , cm 

2 2 
E '" 3.684 Gev/c, E '" 4.028 GeV/c and 3.9 < Eem < 4.6. We can note that cm cm 

the K)(,O(890) signal is seen in all spectra. 
+ -

But no evidence for K-n+(1865) is 

observed for 0/ and ~' data, while for the events at E = 4.028 Gev/c2 the cm 
+ -

peak in the K-n+ system is very significant. This result suggests that the 



production threshold energy for the new particle is larger than 3,1 Gevjc 2 and 

corroborates the is that it is produced in pair with the same or higher 

mass, 

VI. MASS DETERMINATION AND BRANCHING RATIOS OF 0* -J> On AND 

± + ± 0 + . From now on let us identify the narrow peaks in K nand K p n ~nvariant 

mass distributions near 1865 Mev/c2 with the charmed meson nO, the charged peak 

at - 1872 Mev/c2 with the D+ and the peak in recoil mass spectra near ~ 2010 

Mev/c2 with the first excited charmed state D*, 

As we have suggested above, near threshold the charmed meson production can 

be well described by the three reactions: 

-J> DO 

-J> 00* or iSo* 

-J> n*i3* 

In a two-body reaction the masses of the two final particles are related 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

directly to their momentum (Eq, 1). We have utilized this property to determine 

the mass of the n and the 0*, We have perfonned a global fit12 of the total 

momentum spectra of o ± + o ~-'> K n for 4.028 Gev/c2 data assuming 

that these arise from the primary D's of reactions (a) and (b) and secondary D's 

of reactions (b) and (c) with 0* -J> On or D* ~ Dr. This global fit calcu-

lat~s the D and D* mass in taking into account of the position of the reflection 

peaks as well as their width. It gives also the branching ratios D* -; Dn and 

D* -J> Dr and the proportions of reactions (a), (b) and (c). 

In practice the fit proceeds as follows: 

- the primary D's coming from reac·tions (a) and (b) are represented by delta 

functions. 

- the decay of D* -J> Dn and 0* -J> Dr are assumed to be isotropic, so the 

secondary D's coming from 0* cascade decays have linear shapes of momentum 

. 'b' 19 dlstr~ utlon. 

- these momentum distributions are convoluted with the detector resolution and 

combined linearly with the background which is represented by a smooth 



-11-

function estimated from the adjacent regions to the D signal. 

The curve resulting from this global fit is shown in Figs. 12a and 12b. 

We have also performed likelihood fits to the kinetic energy distributions 

o + 
of the D and D-. This method giv~s very similar results. Table II summarizes 

the results deduced from the comparison of these two fits. 

where: and 

Table II 

~o '" 1865 ± 3 MevJc
2 

~+ 1872 ± 5 MevJc
2 

~*O 2006 ± 2 MevJc
2 

2010 ± 3 MevJc
2 

2 
11 ± 5 MevJc 

2 6± 3 MevJc 

From the global fit the ratios of + -
e e are 

1: 9: 11 
2 

at 4.028 GevJc • Taking into account the spin-counting factors 1 : 4 : 7 

and p-wave phase space factors (~p3)J DGG
2l 

show that there is a surprisingly 

large production rate for + -e e a.t 2 
E ~ 4.028 GeVJc • 

ern 

For the cascade decays of the D*o we have obtained: 

o 
~ D Y and 

This value is in good agreement with that predicted by onol3 for example. 

VII. NONCONSERVATION OF PARITY IN D DECAY 

11... The details concerning this study has been published ; I will briefly 

summarize our results. 

D
O ± + Since Vie observe the --> K rt decay mode which is a natural spin-parity 

+ , 2 , e·tc.), an evidence for parity violation in the D decay 

D
± + ± ± 

is observed if the decay mode --> K 1! 1! 

spin parity assignment. 

Since three pseudoscalars cannot be in a 

is incompatible with a natural 

P 
J state, the observation 



of the final state D ~ Kn~ excludes this spin parity assignment. 

and can be ruled out by studying the popula-

tion of the Dalitz plot of the Figure 13 shows the Dalitz plots 

respectively for 
::} ± ± 

K 11 11 and for the background represented by nonexotic 

combinations. Both of these are uniformly populated. The uniformity of the 

Dalitz plot density is inconsistent with a Knl1 state of pure natural spin-parity, 

for which the Dalitz plot has to be depopulated at the boundary. 

20 To evaluate this effect more quantitatively, the formalism of Zemach has 

been used to calculate the simplest matrix elements. For and 

we have for unpolarized production: 

where I P is the population density of the Dalitz plot, t is the pion momentum 
J 

in the rest frame of the D and T is its kinetic energy. These densities have 
11 

been utilized in Monte-Carlo simulations of D ~ Knn decay to predict Dalitz 

densities for these two hypotheses. Figure 14 shows the experimental Knn invar-

iant mass distributions for events within the shaded regions in the respective 

inserts. These regions have been defined so that for a phase space decay an 

equal number of events would be observed in the shaded area and in the non-

shaded area o The boundary of these regions is contoured at a constant I p. 
J 

In 

P 2+ h ' 1 1" , and J = ,t e exper~menta popu at~on lS conslstent with 

equal diviSion, while the population divisions predicted for the peripheral to 

central region are 1: 8.2 and 1 : 5.6 respectively. The Knn data is therefore 

clearly incompatible with a pure natural spin-parity final state: + -o J 1 and 

This result, together with the observed decay mode o D --> Kn, suggest that 

the D's decay weakly as expected for charmed mesons. 

VIII. SPIN-PARITY ANALYSIS 15 

Up to now we have shown that the new particles possess the properties 

expected for charmed mesons, but our discussion would not be complete without 
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discussion of their spin and parity. As mentioned in Sec. I-G, there is no 

obvious theoretical argument favoring a vector or pseudoscalar assignment for 

the lightest charmed meson; both of these spin assignments have their theorist:°~ 

defenders. I will show in t:his section tho.t the data favors the simplest hypo~ 

thesis; i.e., J = 0 for the D and J 1 for the D* charmed mesons. 

We have seen (Sec. VI) that near. threshold the charmed meson production is 

dominat:ed by the quasi-two-body reactions: 

-9> DD 

~ DO* + DO* 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

JaCkson17 and recently Gilman18 have pointed out that the study of the angular 

distributions of the 0
0 decaying in K± IT + in the se reactions may give information 

about the spin and parity of the 0 and 0*. Experimentally we can obtain nearly 

clean samples of events produced via reaction (b) and (c). The data used for 

this spin analysis consists of ~ 35,000 hadronic events taken near threshold 

(309 < E < 4.25 Gev/c 2
). All neutral 2-prong combinati.ons are considered as 

em 

potential o ± + 
D -t K 11: • The track having time-of-flight measurement most consis-

tent with the K hypothesis is called K9 the other track is called 16 
ITo 

We study reaction (b) by cutting inva.riant from 1820 to 1920 MeV/c 
2 on mass 

,~nd on momentum from 515 to MeV/C. We have obtained a sample of 153 oO's of 

which are estimated to be background two-prong combinations. As discussed 

in Sec. VI, the oo,s selected by this momentum cut come from 

sources within reaction (b): 

° 1( 

0 0'0 -*0 primary., recoiling against 0 J 

different 

secondary DO,s 

A sample of 110 events from reaction (c) are selected by cutting DO momentum 

from 120 to 220 MeV/C. We estimate that the background is about 15% and the 

proportions of DO coming from 0'* and * ° D -; D Y are ~ 75% and 25% 

respectively. 

To compare the data with the predicted angular distributions, the effects 

of background and of secondary DO,s from as well as the detection 



efficiencYi are included in the Monte-Carlo calculations. 

In principle all values of spin are possible for the 0 and 0* but one would 

naturally expect the low-lying charmed states to have spins of less than two in 

light of the old spectroscopy (n-p,_ K-K*, etc.). Hence we examine the three 

following spin-parity assignments: 

JP 
D 

P 
J D* 

+ + 0- 0-

+ + 0- 1-

± 4-
1 0-

using the data samples selected for reaction (b). Note that, in these spin 

assignments, the relative parity of the D and D* is even. Of course, for spin

less 0 and D\ the production e + e - -l> Di5* via a virtual photon implies that 

the relative parity of D and D* is even. In addition the observation of the 

D* ~ On decay mode implies that the D and D* must have even relative parity 

if one state has spin 1 and the other spin O. 

For spinless D's and O*'s of even parity, the expected polar distribution 

for primary oO's in the reaction - --; DO* + nD* is given by: 

_ 2 
0:: S1n e (4) 

The dashed and dotted curve of Fig. 15 shows this predicted angular distribution. 

The experimental distribution is clearly incompatible with that expected for 

4- + 
X2 

J "" 
0- and J o* '" 0- wi"l:h a of 74 for 9 degrees of freedom and shows that 

the spinless assignment for both D and D* is excluded. This spin assignment of 

the D and D* is also ruled out by the observation of the mode D* 0 Dr and 

+ 4-
B. i!D-~~" _O~-~-_a_n_d __ J O.j( '" 1-

In this case the direct DO,s have the production polar distribution17 : 

IX 1 + e (5 ) 



This distribution represented by the solid curve in Fig. 15 is in good agreement 

with the experimental distribution (CL > 75%), 

Furthermore the D ~ Kn decay should be isotropic in the D helicity frame. 

The experimental polar helicity distribution for the decay kaon is shown in Fig. 

where the solid curve is deduced from Monte-Carlo simulations. Again the 

data is consistent with the calculated distribution (eL > 50%). 

C. .;!D 

The dashed curve in Fig. 15 represents the expected production polar distri-

bution for this spin assignment, 'I'he consistency with the data (CL ~ 28%) is 

not as good as in the previous case, but could not exclude ·the J~ '" 1 ± and 

p ± 
J

D
* ~ 0 spin assignnlent, Note that, if efficiency were uniform over the 

omgular variables, the solid and dashed curve in Fig. 15 would be identical. 

However we can exclude ·this spin hypothesis by the decay kaon helicity polar 

distribution (E'ig. 16). The joint production and decay distribution for primary 

0, . . b 17 D s ~s gl.ven y : 

do . 2 e( 2 2. 2 ) 
d cos a d cos e d~ ~ s~n cos ~ + cos e s~n ~ ( 6) 

where e and ~ are polar and azimuthal angles of the kaon in the D's helicity 

system, This distribution has been used in Monte-Carlo simulations to compute 

the expected helicity polar distribution, The predicted curve (dashed curve 

2 
in Fig, 16) is inconsistent with the dcl.ta with a X of 23 for 9 degrees of 

freedom (CL ~ 0.6%), 

We have devised an alternative method for comparing the data to the distri-

bution of Eg, (5) and Eg, (6) which makes use of all three angular variables 

and handles backgrounds differently, The technique displays the invariant mass 

plot for events satisfying the momentum cut and having variables within one of 

two angular regions chosen to insure discrimination between Eg. (5) and (6) by 

dividing the space of angular variables by a surface of constant 

.2( 2 2 e .2) I - s~n e cos ~ + cos s~n ~. 3 - Figures 18a and 18b show the K+n± invariant 

mass distribution for events satisfying and respectively, 

The fit of Figs. 18a and 18b, consisting of a Gaussian signal over an exponen-



tially falling background, gives 58 ± 8 and 73 ± 10 signal events respectively. 

Defining an asymmetry variable a equal to the difference in the number of signal 

events over their sum, we obtain a '" 0,11 ± o. 10 which is· in good agreement with 

the value of 0.11 ± 0.02 expected for spin 0 D°' s and spin 1 D*' sand inconsis-

tent with o.43±0.02, the value obtained for spin 1 DO,s and spin 0 D*'s 

Furthermore we can utilize the sample selected for reaction (c) to study 

the J
D
* ~ 0 spin assignment. In this sample the majority of DO,S are from 

D* ~ Dno , where small Q value (Q ~ 6 Mev/c 2) insures the observed DO polar 

angle lies close to the 0* polar angle. Hence we can use the DO,s polar produc-

tion distribution instead of that which would be observed for D* 

The predicted angular distribution for a pair of particles produced in e+e-

annihilation is of the form; 

da 2 
d cos e 0:: 1 + a cos e 

where a is a constant and e~~al to -1 in the case of spinless particles. The 

curve of Fig, 17 represents the fit of the experimental distribution with a 

linear combination of Eg, (7) for D* o 
-ry D:rc decays, the convoluted form of 

Eg. (7) for 0* -'> D Y decays and an isotropic background o We find 

a :;:: - 30 ± 0, 33, this is 201. standard deviations from the value of a = - 1 

expected for J D* = O. 

In summary the decay and production angular distributions for DO,s near 

threshold in reactions (b) and (c), together with the observation of the 

D* -~ O:rco and 0* -~ D Y decay modes, show that our data is consistent with 

spin-parity assignment * + + for the D and O· J and inconsistent with 0-, 0-

and + 
j O. The first assignment with negative parity is ·the most natural 

assignment for the lOl'J-lying charmed mesons o 

CONCLUSION 

We have observed four new mesonic states J two neutral states at 1865 ± 3 

222 MeV / c and 2006 ± 2 MeV / c J and two corresponding charged states at 1872 ± S MeV / c -

and at 2010 ± 3 Mev/c 2. 



The presence of a kaon in their decay products, the observation of the 

± :} 
exotic mode K J( their weak decay (narrow violation of parity), their 

ass,,"'Ciated their production t.hreshold behavior and their spin and 

parity suggest that they are indeed the long~sought low~lying charmed mesons 0 

and D*. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. 
± + ± + + Invariant mass spectra of K it and Knit The dots are from direct 

identification and the histograms from weight method (see text). 



Fig. 2. The ratio R = ahadronla~+~_. The location of the two high-statistics 

points at 4.028 and 4.414 Gev/c2 is also indicated. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

+ :]: 
Invariant mass spectra of K-n j 

± :;: + ~. . 
and K 11n n for fJ.nal sample. 

± 0 :{: 0 
(a) Invariant mass distribution of K P IT J the p region is defined as 

650 < M + _ < 850 Mev/c2. (b) K±n+n+n- invariant mass distribution for 
n IT 

events with both n+n- combinations outside the pO region. 

0+- / 2 5. KS11 n i.nvariant mass spectrum for 4.03 GeV c data. 

Fig. 6. Invariant mass spectra of and , / 2 for 4.03 GeV c 

data. 

+ 
Fig. 7. Ie ± + invariau't mass versus K n missing mass for data with Ecm between 

Fig. 8. ± + ± 0 :{: ± + + 
Recoil mass spectra against K 11 , K P nand K II n signals for 4.03 
2 

GeV/c data. 

Fig. 9. o 
(a) predicted recoil spectrum against D ; (b) predicted recoil spectrum 

± for D , 

Fig. 10. 
± :;: ± :;: + - . 

(a) Recoil mass spectrum against K II and K n 11 II sLgnals for 4.03 
2 ± :;: 

Gev/c data, background subtracted. (b) Recoil mass spectrum against K n 

± :;: + - 2 and K y( n y( signals for 4.L, Gev/c- data, background subtracted. 

Fig. 11. 
± += K n invariant mass distributions for ~/J data, for~' data, for total 

2 sample and for 4.03 Gev/c data. 

() ±+. 4 12d Fig. 12. a Momentum distribution of K J( s~g)1al for .03 GeV/c ata Solid 

+ - -
curve is deduced from global fi.t. (b) Same distribution for the K-n+n+ ~~. 

± + + Ca) Dalitz plot for K 11 n exotic signal; (b) Dalitz plot nonexotic 

± :;: ± 
final state K II n • 

± :;: :;: 
Invariant mass distributions of K 11 II inside shaded regions in respec-

tive inserts (see text). 

Fig. 15. Production polar distribution of DO in reaction (b). Dashed and dotted 

curve corresponds to spinless D and D*. Solid curve corresponds to 

+ 
Dashed curve corresponds to J

D 
~ 1-

Fig. 16, Helicity polar distribution for DO in reaction (b), Solid curve 



corresponds to Dashed curve corresponds to 

Fig. 17. Production polar distribution for DO in reaction (c). Solid curve 

is deduced from fit (see text). 

Fig. 18. ± + Invariant mass spectra of K n system for and 
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